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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers is a global organization that maintains regional production instances of Salesforce. 

One region has created a new application to track shipping containers. 

The CIO has requested that this new application be used globally by all the Salesforce instances and 

further maintained and modified regionally by local administrators. 

Which two deployment tools will support the request? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. ChangeSets B 

B. Developer Console 

C. ANT Migration Tool 

D. VS Code with Salesforce Extension 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (\)C) is on the Unlimited Edition of Salesforce orgs. Currently, there are four Developer Pro
sandboxes used by dev teams for various purposes, one partial copy sandboxes used for training, one full sandbox
used for user acceptance testing. There is another full sandbox used for performance testing during the initial launch,
and it is no longer being actively used. 

A system administrator had reported yesterday that none of the sandboxes can be refreshed. 

What is the most probable action an architect can help the system administrator with? 

A. It appears the org is using more sandboxes than the license permits. The Partial Copy sandbox shouldn\\'t be used. 

B. Create a Salesforce support case, someone shouldknow what is wrong. 

C. Contact the Salesforce Account Team to do a sandbox License Count. 

D. Delete the full sandbox used for performance testing. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The release will be deployed over a weekend, one week after Salesforce updates the production environment (e.g.,
from Winter to Spring). UC has found that a full sandbox refresh can take several days. 
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What should the architect suggest as an optimal deployment plan? 

A. Two weeks before go -live, deploy to Staging and then refresh the Staging and Production support sandboxes.
Deploy from Staging to Production at go-live 

B. Approximately six weeks before go -live, ensure the sandbox will be on the release preview. One week before go live,
deploy to Staging. Deploy from Staging to Production at go-live 

C. One month before go -live, deploy to Staging and to Production Support. Deploy from Production Support to
Production at go-live 

D. One week before go -live, initiate the Staging sandbox refresh and then immediately deploy to Staging. Deploy from
Staging to Production at go-live 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has just initiated a project involving a large distributed development and testingteam. The
development team members need access to a tool to manage requirements and the testing team needs access to a tool
to manage defects. Additionally, stakeholders are requesting ad -hoc status reports. What tool should an Architect
recommend to support the project? 

A. Spreadsheets 

B. Code Repository 

C. Wave 

D. Port management tool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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Universal Containers (UC) have developed a managed package targeted for AppExchange. The product includes some
Apex code to customize and create layouts. UC is in the testing phase of the package, so it\\'s not certified yet. During
testing on the target org, the Apex code for the layouts fails. 

Why are the Apex classes not able to access the metadata of the target org during testing? 

A. Apex Settings to allow the access to metadata is not switched on. 

B. UC needs to turn on Apex Settings within the custom metadata type. 

C. The solution is flawed. UC should utilize the Tooling API from a web service call to modify the layouts. 

D. UC needs to get the managed package certified by the Salesforce security review. 

Correct Answer: A 
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